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Speakers 
Dr Maire Ward 

holds a Ph.D. in Psychology Human Factors from Trinity College Dublin 

(2005). Post Ph.D. she was based in the Aerospace Psychology 

Research Group (now the Centre for Innovative Human Systems) 

where she managed and implemented quality and safety improvement 

initiatives in aviation, maritime, construction, road and rail industries.  

In 2014 she moved to the newly established Health System team in 

UCD School of Nursing, Midwifery & Healthy Systems (2014-2018) as a 

Senior Research Fellow in Health Systems. Marie joined Children’s 

Health Ireland as a Project Manager in Quality and Patient Safety in 

2018 
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Instructions 
• Sound: 

Computer or dial in: 

Telephone no: 01-5260058 

Event number:844 122 707 # 

• Chat box function 

– Comments/Ideas 

– Keep the questions coming 

• Twitter: @QITalktime 
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Introduction to 

Human Factors / 

Ergonomics 
Dr. Marie Ward 

Quality & Patient Safety Project Manager  

Children’s Health Ireland  

&  

Centre for Innovative Human Systems,  

School of Psychology, TCD 
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Objectives of webinar  

 

1. Give you an introduction to the 

science of Human Factors / 

Ergonomics  

2. Explain why Human factors is 

important in safety critical 

industries like healthcare  

3. Give you some ideas on how 

to go about introducing Human 

Factors/ Ergonomics principles 

and practices into your work 

area  
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Human Factors / Ergonomics 

 
 
Human Factors / Ergonomics is the scientific discipline 
concerned with  
• the understanding of interactions among humans and 

other elements of a system,  
• and the profession that applies theory, principles, 

data and methods  
• to design  
• in order to optimise human wellbeing and  
• overall system performance. 
 

    

 

International Ergonomics Association (IEA) Council, August 2000 
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Systems thinking  

Systems thinking 

characterises 

HF/E…always look 

at the whole and 

recognise whole as 

greater than sum of 

parts. 
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Data,  

Information  

& 

Knowledge  

sharing 

Workplace Environment 

Organisational structure  

Teams 

Individuals,  

Patients  

and Staff 

Tasks & 

Organisation work  

processes 

STAMINA HF/E Training for Aviation, TCD 

https://www.tcd.ie/cihs/trainingconsultancy/training/  

Cognition,  

Social relations,  

Culture 

Tools and 

Technology, 

Machines and 

Equipment  

Socio-technical System 

‘Technical’  

system 
Purpose: 

Vision, 

mission, goals 
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With what tools  

and technology? 

With whom and  

in what context? 

STAMINA HF/E Training for Aviation, TCD 

https://www.tcd.ie/cihs/trainingconsultancy/training/  

What is 

happening 

and what do 

I do? 

Why?  

How?  

Socio-technical System 
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Sense-

making 

System 

Enables/ 

constrains 

Reproduces/ 

transforms 
Interprets 

Culture 

Defines 

relevance/ 

influences 

Develops/ 

extends 

Reflects 

Action/ 

interaction 

Justifies 

Intends 

The concept of Emergence  

Outcomes result from the interaction of all the parts… 

(McDonald, 2019) 
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     The concept of WIPIDO 

• We talk about ‘functional 

systems’ with objectives, 

activity to match these 

objectives and outcomes 

• Well-intentioned people in 

dysfunctional 

organisations  

• Best AMEs making 

mistakes (McDonald et al 

2000) 
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Work as Imagined (formal system) vs Work as Done (informal system)  

• Formal work system (work as 

described in PPPGs, SOPs) 

• ‘Normal’/informal system (how 

work actually happens) 

• Mistake made – we judge 

behaviour against the formal 

system 

• AMEs following SOPs – 33% of 

time 

• Gurses et al 2010 - clinician, 

guideline, system, and 

implementation characteristics 

Deutsch, 2017  
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HF/E Starting point – Understanding Current System  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEIPS 2.0 Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SCOPE Model 
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HF/E Methods…very mixed but always take H-C and Systems 

Approach 
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HF/E Design ISO 6385 (HF/E principles in the design of work 

systems) 

• Consider major interactions between 

people, tasks, equipment, workspace 

and environment 

• Consider human beings as the main 

factor and an integral part of the system 

to be designed, including the work 

process as well as the work 

environment. 

• HF/E shall be used in a preventive 

function by being employed from the 

beginning - HF/E efforts should be 

greatest at this stage. 

• Co-design & Co-production - Workers 

involved in design of work systems in all 

stages. 
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Optimising performance  

Impossible to eliminate all mistakes in 

any complex STS 

 

HF/E aims to reduce potential for 

making mistakes through good design 

& design for error capture 

 

HF/E definition of safety is not about 

reduction of ‘error’ but about 

understanding how to optimise overall 

system performance and human 

wellbeing  
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Sense-

making 

System 

Enables/ 

constrains 

Reproduces/ 

transforms 
Interprets 

Culture 

Defines 

relevance/ 

influences 

Develops/ 

extends 

Reflects 

Action/ 

interaction 

Justifies 

Intends 

Optimising Performance  

Understanding Safety 

Culture, Psychological 

Safety, Just Culture  

How we make sense of 

our world/work, 

Checklists, Situational 

Awareness, Safety 

Huddles   

How we interact with 

tools and technology, 

with others - Team 

working, Simulation   

Understanding formal 

& normal, learning 

from mistakes, 

everyday performance 

and excellence, Safety 

I & Safety II 
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Safety Culture  

Chernobyl 1986 

 

"The product of individual and group values, 

attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns 

of behaviour that determine the commitment to, 

and the style and proficiency of, an organisation’s 

health and safety management“  

UK HSC 1993 

 

How committed we are to safety in words and 

deeds. 
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Safety Culture - Just Culture  

“A ‘no-blame’ culture is neither feasible nor 

desirable. …A blanket amnesty on all unsafe acts 

would lack credibility in the eyes of the workforce. 

More importantly, it would be seen to oppose natural 

justice.  

 

What is needed is a just culture, an atmosphere of 

trust in which people are encouraged, even 

rewarded, for providing essential safety-related 

information – but in which they are also clear about 

where the line must be drawn between acceptable 

and unacceptable behavior.”  

 
Prof. James Reasons, 1997 
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Safety Culture – Just Culture - Psychological Safety 

The shared belief held by 
individuals and teams that their 
psychological safety and well-
being is protected and 
supported by senior 
management.  
 
“Psychological Safety is a 
basic precondition of a safe 
workplace…disrespectful 
treatment of workers increases 
the risk of patient injury.” 
Leape Institute 2013 
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Sensemaking & Paris in 

 

 the springtime… 

 

 

 

 

 

Deal or no Deal  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnUSeD-0biI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQmdoK_ZfY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQmdoK_ZfY
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Situational Awareness  
Understanding my current environment and 

what is happening, and what is likely to 

happen in the future (Endsley, 87/88) 

 

If we get interrupted during safety critical 

task: Go back three steps 

 

Using ISBAR / ISBAR3  

 

Surgical Safety Checklists  
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Safety Huddles / Briefings 
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Teamworking, Communication and Simulation  

Crew Resource 
Management (CRM)  

Non-Technical Skills 
(NOTECHS) 

Non-Technical Skills for 
Surgeons (NOTSS) 

Anaesthetists’ 
Non‐Technical Skills 
(ANTS)  

Oxford NOTECHS 
System 

TeamSTEPPS  

Simulation Based Team 
Training (SBTT) 
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Amalberti R, Vincent C, Auroy Y, et al 

Violations and migrations in health care: a framework for understanding and management 

BMJ Quality & Safety 2006;15:i66-i71. 
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Governance and Accountability  

Governance of Data, Info & 

Knowledge; Transparency & Flow 

 

Accountability for managing and 

changing the system – Lucian 

Leape 

 

Safety Case for change   
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Resources  
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Further Reading  
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Further Study 
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Healthcare  

Marie.ward3@nchg.ie 

 

mailto:Marie.ward3@nchg.ie
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Thank you from all the team 

@QITalktime 

Roisin.breen@hse.ie 

Noemi.palacios@hse.ie 

Follow us on Twitter  @QITalktime 

 

Missed a webinar – Don’t worry you can watch recorded webinars on HSEQID QITalktime page 

Dates Of QITalktime 

2019   
  

Topic Speakers 

Tuesday 26th Nov 1-2pm University Hospital Limerick – QI 
Journey 

Team from UL 

Tuesday 10th Dec1-2pm 
  

Co-Lead Collective Leadership – 

Introduction to Tools available for 
teams use 

Dr Aoife Dr Brun, UCD Health Systems 
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Twitter:  @NationalQI 

Web:  www.qualityimprovement.ie 

Email:   

Phone:   


